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Optimum Fan Pressure Ratio for Bypass Engines
with Separate or Mixed Exhaust Streams

Abhijit Guha¤

University of Bristol, Bristol, England BS8 1TR, United Kingdom

The optimum fan pressure ratio is determined both numerically and analytically for separate-stream as well as
mixed-stream bypass engines. The results are applicable to civil and military engines. The optimum fan pressure
ratio is shown to be predominantly a function of the speci� c thrust and a weak function of the bypass ratio. Two
simple, explicit equations, one for each type of engine, have been derived that specify the optimum fan pressure
ratio. The predictions compare very well against numerical optimization performed by a specialist computer
package employing iterative and advanced search techniques and real gas properties. The analytical relations
accelerate the optimization process and offer physical insight. It has been shown that the optimum fan pressure
ratio achieves the conditionVjc /Vjh = ´KE in a separate-stream engineand the conditionV163 /V63 ¼ ´KE in a mixed-
stream engine. The condition V163 /V63 ¼ ´KE applies even under situations when signi� cant departures from the
normally assumed condition p016/p06 ¼ 1 can occur.

Nomenclature
B = bypass ratio
cp = speci� c heat of air at constant pressure
cpg = speci� c heat of combustion products at

constant pressure
Ek = kinetic energy added by the core engine
FN = net thrust
OFN = speci� c thrust
M = Mach number of the aircraft
Pmc = mass � ow rate through the bypass duct (cold � ow)
Pm f = mass � ow rate of fuel
Pmh = mass � ow rate through the core engine (hot � ow)
p = static pressure
p0 = total pressure
R = speci� c gas constant of air
T = static temperature
Ta = temperature of ambient air
T0 = total temperature
V = velocity
Va = forward speed of the aircraft
V j = jet speed in a mixed stream engine
V j c = fully expanded jet speed of the cold bypass stream
V j h = fully expanded jet speed of the hot core stream
Vm = mean jet speed [given by Eq. (8)]
° = isentropic index of air
°g = isentropic index of combustion products
´ f = isentropic ef� ciency of the fan or low

pressure compressor
´KE = ef� ciency of energy transfer between the core

and bypass � ow
´LPT = isentropic ef� ciency of the low pressure turbine
´NB = isentropic ef� ciency of the bypass nozzle

Subscript

op = optimum value

Introduction

I N this paper simple, explicit relations have been derived from
fundamental principles for determining the optimum fan (com-
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pressor) pressureratio in bypassengines.Separate analysishas been
presented for the mixed-stream and separate-stream engines be-
cause the � ow physics is different in the two cases. In both cases,
the present theory gives results in good agreement with numerical
optimization calculations.

Determination of the optimum fan pressure ratio (FPRop ) is im-
portantbecause,givenall other variablessuchas theoverallpressure
ratio (OPR), bypass ratio B, and turbine entry temperature T04 the
optimum value of FPR simultaneously ensures maximum speci� c
thrust and minimum speci� c fuel consumption. Thus, the FPRop

achieves the two, usually contradictory,goals of jet engine design.
For civil engines, particularlyfor medium to long range aircrafts,

the FPRop can be calculated under cruise conditions. For military
engines, optimizationmay be mission speci� c. However, Millhouse
et al.1 have shown that, although the most fuel-ef� cient values of
such parameters as bypass ratio and OPR depend on the integrated
effects of the various � ight altitudes, Mach numbers, and thrust re-
quired throughout the mission, it is possible to locate heuristically
the most ef� cient FPR to complement other engine parameters in-
dependent of the mission. Thus, the relations derived in this paper
can be used in the design of both civil and military engines.

The design wisdom is that only a single-stage fan is used for a
civil aircraft engine with large bypass ratios, and so the maximum
FPR is about 1.8. Engines with low bypass ratios, for example, mil-
itary engines, normally use a low-pressure (LP) compressor having
3–5 stages. In this case, the maximum possible FPR can be much
higher. The mixing of the two streams in a mixed-stream turbofan
engine offers performance gain (lower speci� c fuel consumption
and higher speci� c thrust), even though mixing incurs a loss in total
pressurebecause the enthalpiesof the two streams are redistributed.
Moreover, only one reheat system and only one variable nozzle
are needed. A long nacelle can contain the fan/compressor noise
more effectively.For the same speci� c thrust, the mixed-stream en-
gine has lower optimum FPR than a separate-stream engine; thus,
the LP turbine may have one fewer stage if both engines have the
same bypass ratio. The outer cold stream also protects the jet pipe
fromseveretemperaturesresultingfromafterburning.Low-speci� c-
thrust, high-bypass-ratioengines, on the other hand, do not employ
afterburning,andmixingof the two streamswould necessitatea long
nacelle increasing weight, cost, nacelle drag, and interference ef-
fects. These engines, therefore, use separate-streamcon� gurations.
When a common nozzle is, however, used for high-bypass-ratioen-
gines, the small axialextentof themixingzone is usuallyinsuf� cient
to achieve complete mixing of the two streams.

Calculation and analysis of the performance of turbofan engines
are discussed in details in several excellent texts.2 4 In comparison,
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the issue of optimized design has received less attention, and an-
alytical solutions did not exist. The real store house of expertise
and knowledge obviously exists with the aeroenginemanufacturers
who have actively pursued the optimization of gas turbine perfor-
mance for the past 60 years. Ruf� es5 shows that there has been a
50% improvement in the speci� c fuel consumption (SFC) of the
bare engine, as the engines evolved from the turbojet of 1958 to the
high-bypassTrent enginesof moderntime. Improvementsin propul-
sive ef� ciency,componentef� ciencyand cycle ef� ciencycontribute
approximatelyone-third each to this gain in performance.The pub-
lications made by experts from industry (e.g., Jackson,6 Bennett,7

Wilde,8 and Birch9 ) contain a wealth of experience, information,
and calculation results. However, the details of calculation method
are not known to the readers. The industry would typically have its
own, sophisticatedcomputer packages to which the public does not
have access. Moreover, the publishedresultsoften would involve an
adopted family of engine designs. It is then not always obvious to
the general reader how to generalize the results or how to proceed
on a clean-sheet analysis.

In this paper analyticalrelationshavebeenderivedfor calculating
FPRop . The analytical results not only accelerate the optimization
process but also offer valuable physical insight. It is shown that
the FPRop is predominantly a function of the speci� c thrust and
only weakly depends on the bypass ratio. The FPRop monotoni-
cally increases with increasing speci� c thrust at two different levels
corresponding to the separate-stream and mixed-stream turbofan
engines.

The theory has been veri� ed by comparing its predictions with
calculationsperformedby the computer program GasTurb,10 which
is a general purpose commercial package for the calculation of de-
sign and off-designperformanceof various types of gas turbine en-
gines, turbojet, turboshaft, separate- or mixed-stream turbofan, and
geared turbofan,all with single-or twin-spoolcon� gurations.It uses
real gas propertieswith dissociationand has several features includ-
ing optimization, iteration, transient, and Monte Carlo simulation.
Each numerical point subsequently illustrated has been calculated
by GasTurb by a lengthy optimization process that uses advanced
search techniques to � nd the optimum FPR that minimizes the SFC
while, at each trial, the primary variables are iterated to give the
prescribed speci� c thrust. This numerical optimization is used not
only to verify the theoretical prediction, but also to discover what
exactly happens to the many variables when the FPRop is achieved.

Based on the principles discussed in the present paper, a new
methodologyfor the thermodynamicoptimizationof bypassengines
(turbofan or advancedpropulsors) has been developedby Guha11 in
which the optimum combinationof all variables is determined con-
currently. The process starts with establishing an optimum speci� c
thrust for the engine based on an economic analysis (installation
constraints,noise regulations,etc., also need to be considered). The
task of the optimization process is then to � nd the combination of
optimum values of OPR, B, FPR, and T04 concurrently that mini-
mizes SFC at the � xed speci� c thrust.This procedure is quite differ-
ent from the usual parametric studies of engine performance,2;12 in
which a singleparameter is variedeach time, while keepingall other
parameters � xed, therefore at their nonoptimum values. Moreover
the usual single-variableparametric studies may involve a large ex-
cursion in the value of spe� cic thrust unacceptable for a speci� c
mission. Guha11 has also discussed at length the determination of
optimal jet velocity, with the derivation of a new analytical expres-
sion that performs well against numerical optimization results.

Following industrial practice, the SFC and the speci� c thrust,
are expressed here respectively in pounds mass per hour per
pounds force and pounds force per pounds mass per sec-
ond where 1 lbf/lbm/s D 9:81 m/s and 1 lbm/hr/lbf D 28:316 £
10 6 kg/s/N.

Separate-Stream Bypass Engines
The schematic arrangement and � ow structure in a separate-

stream bypass engine is shown in Fig. 1. The description of an
equivalent turbojet engine is also shown in Fig. 1 as a reference
point in the analysis. The core gas generator produces, for a par-

Turbojet

Separate-stream bypass engine

Fig. 1 Schematic description of a separate-stream turbofan engine
and an equivalent turbojet engine used for analysis; energy is the same
at point  in both engines.

ticular value of fuel consumption rate, a jet with speed V j;ref in the
absence of any bypass � ow. The kinetic energy added by the gas
generator is then, neglecting the fuel mass � ow rate which is usu-
ally a very small proportionof the air mass � ow rate in a jet engine,
equal to

Ek D 1
2

Pmh

¡
V 2

j;ref V 2
a

¢
(1)

In the bypass engine, the whole of this kinetic energy is, of course,
not present in the core jet. The LP turbine extracts a portion of this
energy and turns the fan, which, in turn, adds kinetic energy to the
bypass � ow. The ef� ciency ´KE of this energy transfer between the
core and bypass � ow depends on the component ef� ciencies of
the LP turbine, the fan, and the bypass nozzle and also on the � ow
lossesin the ductsandmechanicalef� ciencyof the shafts.Assuming
the mechanical ef� ciency is close to 1,

´KE ¼ ´LPT´ f ´NB (2)

At the current level of technologies,4;9 ´LPT ¼ 0:9, ´ f ¼ 0:9, and
´NB ¼ 1. Equation (2), therefore, suggests that ´KE ¼ 0:8.

In a bypass engine, the kinetic energy given by Eq. (1) is related
to the sum of the kinetic energies of the two streams by

Ek D 1
2

Pmh

¡
V 2

j;ref V 2
a

¢
D 1

2
Pmh

¡
V 2

j h V 2
a

¢

C 1
2

Pmh.B=´KE/
¡
V 2

j c V 2
a

¢
(3)

In Eq. (3) we have expressedthe mass � ow rate of thebypassstream,
Pmc , in terms of Pmh and B . Similarly the net thrust FN produced by
the bypass engine is the sum of the thrusts of the two streams and
is given by

FN D Pmh.V j h Va/ C B Pmh.V jc Va/ (4)

The pressure thrust has been taken into account because V jh and V j c

are the fully expanded jet velocities of the two streams.
The objectiveof the optimizationprocess is to determinethe ratio

V jc=V j h , which would maximize the net thrust FN while keeping
the fuel consumption � xed. The condition for maximum net thrust
is given by

@FN

@V jh
D 0 (5)

At constant thermal ef� ciency, a � xed fuel consumption means Ek

in Eq. (3) is constant. Therefore,

@.Ek /

@V jh
D 0 (6)
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For a constant bypass ratio B , Eqs. (3–6) can be combined to give

.V j c=V j h/op D ´KE (7)

While evaluatingthe partialderivativesin Eqs. (5) and (6), B and Pmh

are assumed constant.Together they specifya constant inlet air� ow.
Because the speci� c thrust is the ratio of net thrustand mass � ow rate
of air at the inlet, Eq. (5) is also the condition for maximum speci� c
thrust. SFC is the ratio of mass � ow rate of fuel and net thrust.
Equation (6) implies a � xed mass � ow rate of fuel; Eq. (5) is, thus,
also the condition for minimum SFC. Because Eq. (7) gives both
maximum speci� c thrust and minimum SFC, this condition would
be used in the analytical formulation of the optimization process
that follows.

A designer can satisfy Eq. (7) in a real engine by choosing the
FPRop , as will be shown. The mean jet speed Vm can be expressed,
using Eq. (7), as

Vm D [1=.1 C B/].B C 1=´KE/V jc (8)

and it follows that

OFN D FN =. Pmh C Pmc/ D Vm Va (9)

Suppose the rise in total temperature in the bypass � ow for a hy-
pothetical, isentropic compressionby the fan, for the same pressure
ratio that exists across a real fan, is 1T0;isen . If the fan and the bypass
nozzle were isentropic, then the static temperature of the fully ex-
panded jet would be equal to the ambient temperature.Application
of the steady � ow energy equation then gives

1T0;isen D .1=2cp/
¡
V 2

jc V 2
a

¢
(10)

Equations (8–10) can be combined with the isentropic pressure–

temperature relation.One then obtains, after some algebraicmanip-
ulation, the � nal expression for the FPRop:

.FPR/.° 1/=°
op D 1 C .° 1/

2 C .° 1/M2

£

"
.1 C B/2

.B C 1=´KE/2

» OFNp
° RTa

C M

¼ 2

M2

#
(11)

All quantities in Eq. (11) are nondimensional numbers. Figure 2
shows graphically the prediction of Eq. (11).

One interesting feature of Eq. (11) is that if ´KE D 1, that is, in
the case of ideal energy transfer from the core stream to the bypass
stream, the bypass ratio B drops out of the equation. FPRop would
then have depended only on OFN . At any rate, Eq. (11) predicts that,
for a � xed OFN , the dependenceof FPRop on B is weak, especially at
highervaluesof B (B > 4). Equation (11)alsoproducestheexpected
limiting result:

lim
B ! 1
OFN ! 0

.FPR/op D 1

For a chosen speci� c thrust OFN and bypass ratio B, Eq. (11)
immediately speci� es the FPRop. The allowable range of FPR is
rather restricted. The design wisdom is that only a single-stage fan
is used for a civil aircraft with large-bypass ratios, the maximum

Fig. 2 Variation of FPRop
with speci� c thrust in
separate-stream bypass en-
gines: prediction of Eq. (11);
M = 0:82, Ta = 216:65 K,
´KE = 0:81, and ° = 1:4.

Fig. 3 Comparison of present theory with numerical optimization re-
sults for FPRop in separate-stream bypass engines. (Altitude = 11 km,
M = 0:82, isentropic ef� ciency of compressors and turbines = 0:9).

Fig. 4 Data for various cur-
rent civil turbofan engines un-
der cruise conditions (typically
35,000 ft, M = 0.8–0.85).

FPR is, therefore, restricted to 1.8. A limit of minimum FPR may
also arise due to fan instabilities at partload, off-design conditions.
According to Rüd and Lichtfuss,13 below an FPR of 1.4, the engine
will require variable geometry either via a variable pitch fan or a
variable area bypass nozzle to provide aerodynamic fan stability
under partload conditions. Therefore, knowing FPRop at an early
stage of the design is an advantage. If its value does not lie within
the desired limit, the choice of OFN and B can be altered (of course,
another option would be not to adhere strictly to the optimum value
of FPR).

Equation (11) has been tested against optimizationperformed by
the computer program GasTurb.10 Figure 3 shows the comparison.
Each numerical point has been calculated by GasTurb by a lengthy
optimization process that uses advanced search techniques to � nd
the optimum FPR that minimizes the SFC while, at each trial, the
primary variables are iterated to give the prescribed speci� c thrust.
Figure 3 shows that Eq. (11) performs well against sophisticated
numerical optimizationand can, therefore,be used for the design of
real engines.

To appreciate the current design standard, Fig. 4 plots the SFC
and speci� c thrust of some current civil turbofan engines of vari-
ous manufacturers.14 Speci� c thrust data in Fig. 4 are approximate
because although net thrust is known at cruise, the mass � ow rate
is estimated from given values at sea level static conditions by dy-
namic scaling, that is, assuming the same nondimensionaloperating
point.The speci� c thrust data indicatesover which range any theory
needs to be applicable in order to be relevant for current and future
designs.

Figure 4 shows that for most existing engines, the cruise spe-
ci� c thrust lies in the band 15–20 lbf/lbm/s. Over the past 40 years
of civil engine design, the speci� c thrust has reduced signi� cantly
(producingappreciableimprovementin propulsiveef� ciency)while
the bypass ratio has increased from 1–2 in the 1960s to 7–9 in the
1990s.9 The forecast,9;13 is that the design driver for future engines
would be toward even lower speci� c thrust. A surge in fuel price
and/or the introduction of more stringent noise regulation may ne-
cessitate such designs. Future geared turbofan or advanced ducted
propulsors would reduce the speci� c thrust signi� cantly. Figure 3
thus shows that Eq. (11) is applicable to both current and future
bypass engines.

Mixed-Stream Turbofan Engines
Before developing the theory for FPRop for mixed-stream turbo-

fan engines, the computer package GasTurb was used to determine
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the same numerically. Figure 5 shows the results of this numerical
optimization. Calculations are shown at two bypass ratios. Mixed-
stream engines used for military purposes employ much higher
speci� c thrust than that used for separate-streamcivil applications.
These engines usually have a smaller bypass ratio. Therefore, max-
imum tolerable turbine entry temperatures can produce a large spe-
ci� c thrust. Of course, such high values of speci� c thrust would
mean low propulsive ef� ciency giving higher fuel consumption.
The reduction in engine size and weight is, however, more crucial
for such applications.

Figure 6 shows the standard station numbering for a mixed-� ow
turbofan engine. In the following analysis these numbers are used
as subscripts to denote � ow variables at various locations. The fol-
lowing representative values give reasonable approximation to the
propertiesof air and combustionproducts: R D 287 J/kg/K,° D 1:4,
cp D ° R=.° 1/, °g D 1:33, cpg D °g R=.°g 1/. A simple, analyt-
ical procedurefor calculatingthe propertiesof combustionproducts
as a function of temperature, fuel–air ratio, and fuel composition is
given by Guha.15

The analysis can be formulated more easily if the optimum FPR
and the speci� c thrustare expressedin termsof the primaryvariables
OPR, B , and T04 .

An energy balance gives (with T05 D T06 and T013 D T016 )

.cpg=cp/.T04 T06/ D .T03 T02/ C B.T016 T02/ (12)

where the various total temperatures can be calculated from

T02=Ta D 1 C 0:5.° 1/M 2 (13)

T03 T02 D .1=´c/T02

£
OPR.° 1/=° 1

¤
(14)

T016 T02 D .1=´ f /T02

£
FPR.° 1/=° 1

¤
(15)

T04 T06 D ´t T04

£
1 .OPR/FPR/.1 °g /=°g

¤
(16)

where ´c is the isentropic ef� ciency of the compression between
points 2 and 3 and ´t is the isentropic ef� ciency of the expansion
between points 4 and 6.

While writing Eq. (16) it is assumed that p016=p06 D 1 when opti-
mum fan pressure ratio is achieved.Strictly speaking, this condition
is not always fully satis� ed. However, the value of the ratio p016=p06

rises underoff-designconditions:If the valueof this ratio used at the
design point is greater than one, serious mixing losses may result at
off-designoperations.Therefore, it is prudent to choose the valueof
p016=p06 between 0.95 and 1 at the design point even if it is slightly
suboptimalat thatparticularoperatingpoint.Numericalcalculations
of Millhouse et al.1 show that if the condition p016=p06 ¼ 1 is used

Fig. 5 FPRop for mixed-
stream turbofan engines de-
termined by numerical op-
timization (GasTurb); for
all calculations, OPR = 17:5,
M = 0:82, isentropic compo-
nent ef� ciencies = 0:9 and
´mix = 1.

Fig. 6 Standard nomenclature for various locations in a mixed-stream turbofan engine (only half of the engine is shown).

at the design point, the computedFPR then gives the optimum value
independent of a speci� c mission of the aircraft.

Equations (12–16) can be solved to determine the optimum FPR.
This will, however, require an iterative solution. For small-bypass
ratios, as is usual for mixed-stream military engines, the second
term in the right-hand side of Eq. (12) is small compared to the � rst
term. The index for FPR in Eq. (15) can then be approximated by
substituting°g for ° . With this approximation,the equationscan be
combined to give an explicit relation for the FPRop:

FPR
.°g 1/=°g
op

µ
BT02

´ f
C .cpg=cp/´t T04

OPR.°g 1/=°g

¶
D

³
cpg

cp

´
´t T04

1

´c
T02

£
OPR.° 1/=° 1

¤
C

BT02

´ f

(17)

If V j is the jet speed and Va is the aircraft speed, the speci� c thrust
is calculated from

OFN D V j Va (18)

where

V j D
p

2cpg.T064 T j / (19)

T064 D
T06 C BT016

1 C B
(20)

T j D T064.FPRop fM /.1 °g /=°g (21)

fM D [1 C 0:5.° 1/M 2]° =.° 1/ (22)

Equation (20) gives the total temperature of the mixed stream and
Eq. (21) gives the static temperature of the jet. While writing the
precedingequations, the losses in the fan, compressorsand turbines
have been accounted for, but other losses, for example, that in the
various ducts, have been neglected.

Figure 7 shows the comparison of the present theory and the nu-
merical optimization results using GasTurb. Each numerical point
has been calculatedby GasTurb to � nd the optimum FPR that mini-
mizes the SFC, while, at each trial, the primaryvariablesare iterated
to give the prescribedspeci� c thrust. The nozzle area was also opti-
mized at each point so that it produceda fully expandedjet. The con-
vergenceof the numericaloptimizationmay be slowand sometimes,
dependingon the startingpoint, the numericalsearch techniquemay
not � nd the optimum or may � nd a local rather than the global op-
timum. The analyticalequations, on the other hand, readily provide
the answer. Figure 7 shows that the present theory gives accurate re-
sults: The iterative analytical solution [Eqs. (12–16)] agrees almost

Fig. 7 Comparison of the
present theory with numer-
ical optimization results for
FPRop in mixed-stream tur-
bofan engines; for all calcu-
lations, OPR = 17:5, B = 0:5,
M = 0:82, isentropic compo-
nent ef� ciencies = 0:9 and
´mix = 1.
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Table 1 Dependence of FPRop on OPR for
mixed-stream engines

OFN , lbf/lbm/s OPR T04 , K Bop FPRop

60 17.5 1454 0.822 4.288
60 30 1548 1 4.896

identically with GasTurb optimization; the explicit equation (17)
also gives quite acceptable answer until the speci� c thrust becomes
very high.

The present theory can be extended to include the effects of in-
completemixing by introducinga parameter´mix. It is then assumed
that three separate streams having total temperatures T016 , T06, and
T064 expand through the same pressure ratio. The total thrust is the
sum of the thrust produced by these individual streams:

V j16 D
p

2cp.T016 T j16/; T j16 D T016.FPRop fM /.1 ° /=°

V j6 D
p

2cpg.T06 T j6/; T j6 D T06.FPRop fM /.1 °g /=°g

OFN D ´mix V j C .1 ´mix/.V j6 C BV j16/=.1 C B/ Va (23)

Separate Versus Mixed Stream Engines
Figure 5 can be compared with Figs. 2 and 3. Three observations

can be made.
1) The FPRop for mixed-streamengines rises monotonicallywith

the speci� c thrust, as it does for separate stream engines.
2) The FPRop is predominantly a function of the speci� c thrust

and only weakly depends on the bypass ratio. The dependence on
bypass ratio is weaker in mixed-streamengines than that in separate-
streams engines.

3) At a particular value of speci� c thrust, the FPRop for mixed-
stream engines is lower than that in the separate-streamsengines.

In a separate-streamengine, altering the values of OPR does not
alter the value of FPRop, so long as the speci� c thrust and bypass
ratio are kept � xed. This is predicted by Eq. (11) and borne out
by numerical optimization. In a mixed-stream engine, even at a
� xed speci� c thrust, various values of OPR and M change the value
of FPRop . Either the analytical relations (12–16) or the numerical
optimizations show this. Table 1 shows the results of optimization
performed by GasTurb (both B and FPR are optimized at � xed
speci� c thrust at two levels of OPR, minimising SFC).

Effects of FPRop on the Conditions of Other Variables
The behaviorof other � ow variables are now examined when the

FPRop is achieved. Separate discussion is provided for the mixed-
stream and separate-streamenginesbecausedifferentphysicalprin-
ciples are involved.

Separate-Stream Bypass Engines

The conditions to which the FPRop correspond have been deter-
mined analytically in this case. Equation (7) shows that there is a
particular ratio of the fully expanded jet velocities of the cold and
hot stream [.V j c=V j h/op D ´KE] that simultaneously achieves mini-
mum SFC and maximum speci� c thrust. The designer can make the
two jet velocities take this value by choosing the FPRop.

The computational program GasTurb was used to � nd the ra-
tio V j c=V j h that occurs in an engine whose FPR has been numer-
ically optimized for minimizing SFC. Table 2 shows these values
(for OPR D 30, T04 D 1200 K, ´LPT D 0:9, ´ f D 0:9, and ´NB D 1),
against the prediction of Eq. (7).

Numerical optimizations were performed at several other OPR
and T04: V j c=V j h lay between0.77and 0.82 (for theassumedcompo-
nent ef� ciencies). The numerical calculationsshow that the derived
analytical relation [Eq. (7)] is approximately valid.

Mixed-Stream Bypass Engines

The ratio of the total pressure of the two streams at the begin-
ning of the mixer zone, p016=p06 , is an important variable and the

Table 2 Comparison of theory and numerical results
for optimum Vjc/Vjh

.V j c=V jh /op
Bypass Numerical optimization .V jc=V j h /op D ´KE
ratio with GasTurb [´KE ¼ ´LPT ´ f ´NB]

1 0.808 0.81
3 0.791 0.81
6 0.794 0.81

Table 3 Validity of Eq. (24) for various component ef� ciencies

´ f ´LPT . p016=p06/op
a .V163=V63/op

a ´KE D ´ f ´LPT

0.8 0.8 1.016 0.658 0.640
0.8 0.9 1.031 0.742 0.720
0.9 0.9 1.044 0.818 0.810
0.95 0.95 1.061 0.908 0.903

aCalculated by numerical optimization with GasTurb.

Fig. 8 Effects of design mixer
Mach number on the two char-
acteristic ratios when FPRop
is achieved; for all calcula-
tions, M = 0:82, B = 0:5, ÃFN = 60
lb/lb/s, and component isentropic
ef� ciencies = 0:9.

FPR controls this. It is generally recognized,1;10 that when FPRop is
achieved, the ratio p016=p06 is close to one. The physical reason is
that, when the total pressures of the two streams are nearly equal,
the loss (entropy generation) due to mixing would be small.

The computer program GasTurb was used to determine the value
of FPR (by random adaptive search) that minimizes the SFC at
several speci� c thrust levels that were � xed by iterating OPR and
T04. It was found that optimum p016=p06 did not remain � xed but
varied. Optimum p016=p06 increased with increasing speci� c thrust
and bypass ratios. The optimum value of p016=p06 was found to
vary particularly strongly with design mixer Mach number M64,
as shown in Fig. 8. However, the present study discovered a new
relation between the velocities of the two streams at the mixer inlet
under optimum conditions:

.V163=V63/op ¼ ´KE (24)

where ´KE D ´ f ´LPT. At the FPRop , the relation V163=V63 ¼ ´KE re-
mained nearly valid at all values of speci� c thrust, bypass ratio, and
design mixer Mach number. The similarity of this condition with
Eq. (7)derivedfor separate-streambypassenginesis noticeable.The
variation in the velocity ratio is shown in Fig. 8 (with ´KE D 0:81).

To assess the accuracy of Eq. (24), a large number of numerical
experiments were conducted with GasTurb in which the isentropic
ef� ciencies of various components were changed systematically. It
was found that indeed the ef� ciencies of the high-pressure (HP)
compressor, ´HPC, and the HP turbine, ´HPT, did not in� uence the
value of .V163=V63/op, as Eq. (24) suggests. Equation (24) was also
satis� ed when various values of the LP compressor and LP tur-
bine ef� ciencieswere tested. A few of these numerical optimization
results are given in Table 3 to demonstrate this point. (For all cal-
culations shown in Table 3, OFN D 60 1b/1b/s, B D 1, OPR D 17:5,
M64 D 0:3, M D 0:82, and ´mix D 1. Similar results are obtained at
other values of these variables.)

Conclusions
The optimum fan (compressor) pressure ratio is determined both

numerically and analytically for separate-streamas well as mixed-
stream bypass engines. The FPRop is shown to be predominantly
a function of the speci� c thrust and a weak function of the bypass
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ratio.For mixed-streamengines,the dependenceofFPRop on bypass
ratio is very weak, and FPRop also depends on OPR. At the same
speci� c thrustandbypassratio, the FPRop for a mixed-streamengine
is lower than that of a separate-streamengine.

Two simple,explicitequationshavebeenderivedfromfundamen-
tal principles.Equation (11) gives the FPRop for separate-streamen-
gines,whereasEq. (17) [or theequationset (12–16)] gives theFPRop

for mixed-stream engines. The accuracy of the analytical formulas
has been established through extensive veri� cation by numerical
optimization results of the commercial computer package GasTurb
(Figs. 3 and 7). The analytical results accelerate the optimization
process and offer physical insight.

It has been shown that the FPRop achieves the condition
V j c=V j h D ´KE in a separate-stream engine and the condition
V163=V63 ¼ ´KE in a mixed-stream engine. The condi-
tion V163=V63 ¼ ´KE applies even under situations when signi� -
cant departures from the normally assumed condition p016=p06 ¼ 1
occur.
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